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La linea - 2,5mt

BIG - Bjarke Ingels Group

DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT CODE: T4601010

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

IP65 Dimmerable:

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 15W/m—

Delivered lumens output: 960 lm/m—

CCT: 3000K—

Efficiency: 100%—

Efficacy: 64lm/W—

CRI: 95—

Dimmable Typology: APP,Push,Dali—

Notes

5 wall/ceiling supports included

Weight 1,4 kg/m

Driver not included

La Linea is a flexible tube of light capable to freely twist and

turn in space according to undefined geometries. It easily fits

into indoor and outdoor spaces with fixing elements that

disappear into the cross section, allowing countless

applications in a broad variety of locations thanks to an

unprecedented combination of factors including light quality,

IP protection grade and flexibility. Available in 2.5 and 5-

meter lengths.

La Linea 25 increasingly becomes a communicative as well as

a functional tool, adding values and meanings to its light

through the expressiveness of its graphic sign.

It has excellent light performance in terms of quantity and

quality, allowing not only the characterisation of a space but

also its correct lighting.

The slim section with lengths of 5, 10 and 20 meters can be

overlapped to create weaving and leaving the freedom to

follow complex geometries like figures created by a single

line. It combines innovation with emotion, liaising with man-

built and natural spaces in which it is applied. It is

sustainable, reconfigurable and long-lasting.

Article Code: T4601010—

Colour: White—

Installation: CeilingWall—

Material: High diffusion optical silicone lamp

body. Transparent technopolymer wall mounts.

Steel recessed ceiling mounts, steel and

aluminum surface-mounted ceiling mounts.

—

Series: Design Collection, Novelties, Architectural

Outdoor

—

design by: BIG - Bjarke Ingels Group—

Length: cm 250—

Diameter: cm 4—
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Accessories

Additional wall/ceiling support R304975 Driver 120W - CV 220-240V - 24VDC - SELV -

Undimmable - IP20 DV1033

Driver 90W - CV 100-240VAC - 24VDC - 0-10V -

IP65 DV1075

Driver 90W - CV 110-240VAC - 24VDC - APP+PUSH

dim - IP20 DV1075APP

Driver 90W - CV 100-240VAC - 24VDC - DALI dim -

IP65 DV1076
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